
 

Balornock Primary ~Primary 2 Home Learning Literacy 

Week beginning Monday 4th May 

Feel free to share to post your work on Seesaw to let us your teachers see your hard work! You can also share your work on our school Twitter or Glow page 

DEAR 
“Drop Everything and Read” 

Try to find time in the day just to relax and 
have some enjoyable reading time 

Vocabulary Challenge: 

For each letter of the alphabet, think of either a 

noun, verb, or adjective e.g. 

A – alligator B – bumpy C – climb 

Alphabetical Order 

Write  down the names of five of 

your best friends. Can you put all the 

names into alphabetical order? 

Phonics Revision   
Stage One: th words (as in bath)  

bath, think, with  
Stage Two: ea words (as in leaf)  

leaf, each, team, beach  
 

Can you think of anymore words that contain 
your phoneme? Choose 4 phoneme words 
and try to write an interesting sentence for 

each. 

Spelling Fun 
Use old books, magazines, newspapers, foam 

letters, etc to create some of your common words 
letter by letter. You can be as creative as you like 
and find lots of different materials and resources 

to use to spell each word.  
 

Stage One: with, us, so  
Stage Two: each, ask, year, eat  

 
 

Grammar : Verbs 
Remember a verb is a doing word 

that describes actions e.g clap, jump, 
sing, etc. 

 
Play a game of action charades with 
a member of your family. You will 
need to bring your verb to life for 

your family member to guess. Make 
sure your actions match the verb! 

 

Instructions  
Write a set of instructions for how to 
wash your hands. Remember to use 

bossy verbs and time openers!  
 

Question Master  
Create a list of questions that you would ask 

Percy the Park Keeper.  
 

Who? What? Where? When? Why? How?  

Book Study 
Draw a new front cover for Percy the 

Park Keeper: The Owl’s Lesson 



 
 


